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hello davorrr

I apologize from the start as the google thread translation could be the cause of some nuance
that I missed

To date if you can spend the money, the best machine you can make would be a TRX40
threadripper for your audio tasks and especially if you are willing to waste time on it.

I would also recommend a threadripper for the fact that you are talking about virtualization to
avoid incompatibility problems with some audio plugins

Premise

To date, all the incompatibilities that I have faced can be resolved with a little patience and
with simple patches

But there is some work to be done

I went from a sage 10g X299 with 7980xe as I was bored by the constant "useless" refreshes
from Intel (9980xe, 10980xe) and I have never regretted it

If you also have as an option in the negative case that what you need does not work well inOSX
and you can use Windows ... I would have no doubts

Having a multiple system, both virtual and bare metal is very simple

About ProxMox and Unraid

personally I have worked a lot with Proxmox and over the years I have produced a guide that
you can find in the International section of an Italian forum

I don't know if I can post the link, you will also find many videos made to demonstrate the
perfect functioning of both Audio programs such as logic and video Editing (Premiere Pro
Davinci, Red and so on)

However, for audio processing I don't feel like recommending virtualization as you could have
problems if you stress your system to the maximum.
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